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1 Introduction

A central topic in graph drawing are high quality drawings which are not necessarily planar.
A natural criterion for the quality of a drawing is the number of edge crossings. However, it
is NP-hard to compute the minimum number of crossings of a graph G across all possible
drawings of G, also referred to as the crossing number of G, cr(G) [7]. Meaningful upper
and lower bounds, as well as heuristic, approximation, and parameterized algorithms, have
hence been a major focus [3].

Drawing edges as straight-line segments arguably simplifies any drawing. One classic
variant is hence the rectilinear crossing number cr(G) of a graph G, that is, the minimum
number of crossings across all straight-line drawings of G. Clearly cr(G) ≤ cr(G) for any
graph G. The straight-line restriction can increase the crossing number arbitrarily: Bienstock
and Dean [2] showed that for every k there exists a graph G such that cr(G) = 4 and
cr(G) = k.

In recent years there has been particular interest in drawings of beyond-planar graphs,
which are characterized by certain forbidden crossing configurations of the edges; see the
recent survey by Didimo et al. [6]. In this paper we study the relation between the crossing
number restricted to beyond-planar drawings, and the (unrestricted) crossing number. The
restricted crossing number crF (G) of a graph G is the minimum number of crossings required
to draw G such that the drawing belongs to the beyond-planar family F . For a beyond-
planar family F , the crossing ratio %F is defined as %F = supG∈F crF (G)/cr(G), that is, the
supremum over all graphs in F of the ratio between the restricted crossing number and the
(unrestricted) crossing number.

Results Chimani et al. [5] gave bounds on the crossing ratio for the 1-planar, quasi-planar,
and fan-planar families. These results show that there exist graphs that have significantly
larger crossing numbers when drawn with the beyond-planar restrictions. Their 1-planarity
bound also applies to k-planarity when allowing parallel edges. We show that parallel edges
are not needed when extending their proof to k-planarity. To do so, we introduce the concept
of k-planar compound edges, which exhibit essentially the same behavior as k parallel edges.
See the full paper for details. In Section 2 and the full paper we show how to extend their
proof constructions to four additional classes of beyond-planar graphs. In Section 3 we
introduce the concept of `-bundles which allow us to prove tight bounds on the crossing ratio
for families of graphs where these bounds are quadratic in the number n of vertices.

All bounds are summarized in Table 1. Bounds that are tight for a fixed k are indicated
in boldface. In the full paper we show that all bounds also apply to straight-line drawings.

2 (k, l)-Grid-Free and k-Gap-Planar

Chimani et al. [5] use the notion of extended edges, which we refer to as `-compound edges: an `-
compound edge xy is a combination of the edge xy and a set Πxy of `−1 paths of length two all
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Table 1 Bounds for the supremum % of the ratio between crossing numbers, for our upper bounds
we assume the drawings to be simple, that is, two edges share at most one point.

Family Forbidden Configurations Lower Upper

k-planar An edge crossed more
than k times

k = 2
Ω(n/k)
(full paper)

O(k
√

kn)
(full paper)

k-quasi-planar k pairwise crossing edges
k = 3

Ω(n/k3)
[5]

f(k)n2 log2 n

[5]

Fan-planar

Two independent edges
crossing a third or two
adjacent edges crossing

another edge from
different "sides"

Ω(n) [5] O(n2) [5]

(k, l)-grid-free

Set of k edges such that
each edge crosses each
edge from a set of l

edges.

k, l = 2
Ω

(
n

kl(k + l)

)

(Section 2.1)
g(k, l)n2

(Section 2.1)

k-gap-planar
More than k crossings

mapped to an edge in an
optimal mapping

k = 1
Ω(n/k3)
(Section 2.2)

O(k
√

kn)
(Section 2.2)

Skewness-k
Set of crossings not
covered by at most k

edges

k = 1
Ω(n/k)
(full paper)

O(kn + k2)
(full paper)

k-apex
Set of crossings not
covered by at most k

vertices

k = 1
Ω(n/k)
(full paper)

O(k2n2 + k4)
(full paper)

Planarly
connected

Two crossing edges that
do not have two of their
endpoint connected by a

crossing-free edge

Ω(n2)
(Section 3.1)

O(n2)
(Section 3.1)

k-fan-crossing-
free

An edge that crosses k

adjacent edges

k = 2

Ω(n2/k3)
(Section 3.2)

O(k2n2)
(Section 3.2)

Straight-
line RAC

Two edges crossing at an
angle < π

2

Ω(n2)
(full paper)

O(n2)
(full paper)

`

x

y

Figure 1 An `-
compound edge.

connecting x and y (see Figure 1). We indicate `-compound edges with
thick blue lines. In their Lemma 5, Chimani et al. show that if two `-
compound edges cross in a drawing Γ, then Γ contains at least ` crossings.
They then use closed curves to separate the endpoints of an `-compound
edge to prove that a drawing contains at least ` crossings. They use this
technique to prove bounds on the crossing ratio for k-quasi-planarity
and fan-planarity and conjectured that similar constructions could be
used on additional families of beyond-planar graphs. Using similar proof
structures, in this section we extend their results to two more classes
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of beyond-planar graphs: (k, l)-grid-free graphs and k-gap-planar graphs. For both of the
classes we achieve lower bounds on the crossing ratio which are linear in the number of
vertices n. For the (k, l)-grid-free crossing ratio we provide a general bound for all k > 1
and l > 1. For the k-gap-planar crossing ratio, we first provide a tight lower bound for
1-gap-planarity and then show how to extend it to a bound for k-gap-planarity.

2.1 (k, l)-Grid-Free Graphs

In a (k, l)-grid-free drawing it is forbidden to have a k × l grid, that is, a set of k edges
that cross a set of l edges. We show that %k,l−grid−free ∈ Ω

( n

kl(k + l)

)
by creating a graph

where a (k, l)-grid occurs when we draw all grid edges (drawn in black) in the same face of a
cycle of `-compound edges (see Figure 2). By Lemma 5 of [5] if two edges in the cycle cross
there would be at least ` crossings. In an (k, l)-grid-free drawing, one grid edge has to be
drawn in the same face (with respect to the cycle) as the vertex x and must hence cross an
`-compound edge (drawn in blue), incurring ` crossings.

u1

u3

u4

u5

u6u7

u8

u9

u10

x x

u1

u3

u4

u5

u6u7

u8

u9

u10

Figure 2 Left: drawing of G` with cr(G`) ≤ 6; Right: (2, 3)-grid-free drawing of G` with
cr2,3−grid−free(G`) ≥ `, `-compound edges drawn with thick blue lines.

2.2 k-Gap-Planar Graphs

In a k-gap-planar drawing every crossing is assigned to one of the two edges involved. No
more than k crossings can be assigned to a single edge. We first describe our lower bound
construction for k = 1 and then show how to extend it to larger k. As before we create
a cycle C of length eight of `-compound edges and connect each vertex of the cycle to an
additional vertex x using a further eight `-compound edges. Again by Lemma 5 of [5] none
of the `-compound edges can cross. We add four single edges which connect diametrically
opposite vertices of C. See Figure 3 (left): `-compound edges are indicated in blue, single
edges in black. In a 1-gap-planar drawing one single edge has to be drawn in the same
face (with respect to the cycle) as the vertex x and must hence cross an `-compound edge,
incurring ` crossings.

To prove a lower bound for k-gap-planarity, we can use exactly the same construction as
above starting with a cycle of length 8k. Our lower bound %k−gap ∈ Ω(n/k3) is cubic in 1/k

and hence in general does not match the upper bound.
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Figure 3 Left: drawing of G` with cr(G`) ≤ 6; Right: 1-gap-planar drawing of G` with
cr1−gap(G`) ≥ `, `-compound edges are drawn with thick blue lines.

3 Planarly Connected Graphs and k-Fan-Crossing-Free Graphs

In this section we introduce the concept of `2-bundles and `3-bundles, which are sets of `

paths of length two or three, respectively, all connecting the same two vertices (see Figure 4).
We indicate `2-bundles and `3-bundles with thick red and green lines, respectively. The
vertices that are interior to a bundle have degree two. Two crossing bundles result in a
quadratic number of crossings. We show how to enforce such crossings to prove tight bounds
on the crossing ratio. Lemma 1, proven in the full paper, argues that there is a planarly
connected drawing that is crossing minimal in which `2-bundles do not cross themselves and
no vertex lies between two consecutive paths of the same `2-bundle.

` `

Figure 4 Left: an `2-bundle; Right: an `3-bundle; drawn as a thick red or green line, respecitvely.

3.1 Planarly Connected Graphs
In a planarly connected drawing two edges can cross only if their endpoints are connected by
another edge which has no crossings. We show that %pl−con ∈ Ω(n2) using `2-bundles.

I Lemma 1. If a planarly connected graph G contains `2-bundles, then there is a planarly
connected crossing-minimal drawing Γ of G in which paths from the same `2-bundle do not
cross each other, all paths of the same `2-bundle cross the same edges, and no vertex lies
between two consecutive paths of the same `2-bundle.

I Theorem 2. For every ` ≥ 2 there exists a planarly connected graph G` with n = 7` + 6
vertices such that crpl−con(G`) ≥ `2 and cr(G`) ≤ 1. Thus, %pl−con ∈ Θ(n2).

Proof. The upper bound %pl−con ∈ O(n2) follows directly from the fact that a planarly
connected graph with n vertices has at most cn edges, where c is a constant [1].
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u1

u2 u3

u4

u5u6

u1

u2 u5

u4

u3u6

Figure 5 Left: drawing of G` with cr(G`) = 1; Right: planarly connected drawing of G` with
crpl−con(G`) = `2, `2-bundles are drawn with thick red lines.

For the lower bound, we construct a graph G`. Start with an 6-cycle 〈u1, u2, . . . , u6〉, and
an edge u1u4, resulting in the graph G′. Replace each edge in G′ with an `2-bundle. The
graph G` has n = 7` + 6 vertices and admits a drawing with only one crossing (see Figure 5,
left).

By Lemma 1 there is a planarly connected crossing-minimal drawing Γ of G` in which for
every `2-bundle its edges do not cross each other, all paths cross the same edges, and no vertex
lies between two consecutive paths. Let C be the cycle of `2-bundles C = 〈u1, u4, u5, u6〉. If
C crosses itself in Γ, then there are `2 crossings. Otherwise C is drawn without crossings in Γ
and defines two faces of size 8. The other faces do not contain vertices of Γ in their interior.
Thus, u2 and u3 can either be drawn in the same face defined by C, or in different faces. If
they are drawn in the same face, Γ cannot be planarly connected: a simple case distinction
shows that there has to be a crossing between two edges whose endpoints are not connected
by any other edge. Specifically, there is a crossing between either u1u2 and u3u4, u1u2 and
u3u6, u2u5 and u3u6 or u2u5 and u3u4. These are all not allowed, as each time there is
no edge connecting the two edges. If u2 and u3 are drawn in different faces defined by C,
then the `2-bundle u2u3 has to cross C. As C is composed of `2-bundles, there are ` cycles,
distinct in edges, all separating u3 and u4. All the ` distinct paths in the `2-bundle u2u3
have to cross the ` distinct (in edges) cycles in C. Therefore, Γ has at least `2 crossings. J

3.2 k-Fan-Crossing-Free Graphs
In a k-fan-crossing-free drawing it is forbidden for an edge to cross k edges which
are adjacent to the same vertex. While it is possible for an edge to “weave”
through an `2-bundle with ` ≤ 2k − 2 (see right), no edge can cross an `2-bundle
with ` ≥ 2k − 1. In contrast, `3 bundles can be crossed for any `. We show that
%fan−free ∈ Ω(n2) and %k−fan−free ∈ Ω(n2/k3) using `2-bundles to force `3-bundles
to cross.

I Lemma 3. Let G be a k-fan-crossing-free graph and let p be the length of the
longest simple path in G. If G contains `2-bundles with ` ≥ 2p(k− 1) + 1, then in
any crossing-minimal k-fan-crossing-free drawing of G the edges in the `2-bundles
have no crossings.

I Theorem 4. For every ` ≥ 95 there exists a fan-crossing-free graph G` with n = 75` + 16
vertices such that crfan−free(G`) ≥ `2/2 and cr(G`) ≤ 2. Thus, %fan−free ∈ Θ(n2).

Proof. The upper bound %pl−con ∈ O(n2) follows directly from the fact that a fan-crossing-
free graph with n vertices can have at most 4n− 8 edges [4].

EuroCG’21
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Figure 6 Left: drawing of G` with cr(G`) ≤ 2; Right: fan-crossing-free drawing of G` with
crfan−free(G`) ≥ `2. Thick thick red (green) lines represent `2-bundles (`3-bundles).

For the lower bound we construct a graph G`, see Figure 6. We start with a 10-cycle C =
〈u1, u2 . . . , u10〉. We add five vertices f1, f2, . . . , f5 and add the edges fiu2i−2, fiu2i−1, fiu2i

for i = 1, 2, . . . , 5. We add a new vertex x and connect it to each fi for i = 1, 2, . . . , 5.
We then replace each edge fiuj by an `2-bundle and replace each edge xfi and uiuj by an
`3-bundle. Finally, we add the regular edges u1u5, u1u7, and u3u9. The resulting graph G`

has n = 75` + 16 vertices and admits a drawing with only two crossings (see Figure 6, left).
In G` there is a cycle F = 〈f1, u2, f2, u4, f3, u6, f4, u8, f5, u10〉 of `2-bundles. There are

10+5+1 = 16 vertices which are not interior to bundles. The longest path can use at most two
vertices inside each bundle and has length at most 48−1 = 47. Since ` ≥ 95 = 2·47·(2−1)+1,
by Lemma 3, all `2-bundles must be drawn without crossings and F must be drawn plane. If
u1, u3, u5, u7, and u9 all lie in the same face of F then we are effectively in the situation
depicted in Figure 6 (left) and the drawing is not fan-crossing-free. Hence u1, u3, u5, u7, and
u9 must distribute over the two faces of F . Specifically, we can assume that there a vertex
ui, i ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}, such that ui lies in the same face of F as x.

We consider the cycle Z consisting of the two `2-bundles between ui and f(i+1)/2 and
between f(i+1)/2 and ui−1, and the `3-bundle between ui and ui−1. Symmetrically, we can
consider the cycle Z ′ involving ui+1 instead of ui−1. The vertex x can lie within any face
of the `3-bundle. Consider the cycles formed by each path of the `3-bundle together with
the two `2-bundles. These cycles divide the plan into two faces. We say that the exterior
face of each cycle is the face that contains F . We say that x lies in the exterior of Z (Z ′,
respectively), if it lies in the exterior face of `/2 of these cycles. Otherwise, x lies in the
interior of Z (Z ′, respectively). Observe that x lies either in the interior of Z, or in the
interior of Z ′, or in the exterior of both.

If x lies in the exterior face of both Z and Z ′, then the `3-bundle connecting x and
f(i+1)/2 crosses at least `/2 paths in either Z or Z ′ (see Figure 6, right, with ui = u3 and
f(i+1)/2 = f2). If x lies in the interior face of Z, then (by definition of the faces of Z) there
is an fj 6= f(i+1)/2 which lies in the exterior face of Z. The `3-bundle connecting x and fj

crosses at least `/2 paths in Z. The argument for Z ′ is symmetric. J
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The proof can be extended to k-fan-crossing-free graphs by creating a cycle C of length
6 + 2k which results in a graph with 3/2 · (6 + 2k) + 1 = 10 + 3k vertices not interior to
bundles and a longest path of length at most 29 + 9k. Since no path should be able to cross
the `2-bundles, we require that ` ≥ 2 · (29 + 9k) · (k − 1) + 1 = 18k2 + 40k − 57.

I Corollary 5. For every ` ≥ 18k2 + 40k − 57 there exists a k-fan-crossing-free graph Gk
`

with n = 15k` + 45` + 3k + 10 vertices such that crk−fan−free(Gk
` ) ≥ `2 and cr(Gk

` ) ≤ k. Thus,
%k−fan−free ∈ Ω(n2/k3).
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